CLOSER TO THE PEOPLE IS BETTER: A RESPONSE TO PROFESSOR MIRIAM SEIFTER’S ARTICLE FURTHER FROM THE PEOPLE
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INTRODUCTION

University of Wisconsin Law Professor Miriam Seifter believes “state agencies are, on the whole, less transparent than their federal counterparts, less closely followed by watchdog groups, and less tracked by the shrinking state-level media.”1 This adds up to her conclusion that “[s]tate bureaucracy does not operate in a fishbowl,”2 which combined with its tremendous and growing power makes it “a largely unguarded giant.”3

I believe there are serious counterexamples to her claims. In fact, my experience after six years working in senior roles in a governor’s office convinces me that state-level administrations, though not perfect, vindicate the framers’ vision that the states “do a lion’s share of governance affecting people’s day-to-day lives.”4

In her article, Seifter sets out what she considers the administrative ideal: “[A] working state-level system of civil society oversight has three main components: (1) state agencies that are visible and accessible; (2) a civil society with the capacity to monitor state agencies; and (3) a media ‘megaphone’ for amplifying findings.”5 She also includes one comparison of oversight within government, as between Congress and state legislatures.6 My review of each of these four components shows a public accountability for state administration that is more robust, thorough, and meaningful than Seifter’s article posits. Throughout these sections, I will draw on examples from Wisconsin, our shared home state. I do not argue that Wisconsin is perfect, or even that it is representative of most states in these matters. Rather, it will serve usefully to illustrate the weaknesses in her empirical claims. Consequently, these illustrations undermine Seifter’s
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normative arguments, which suggest that regulation is better handled by the federal government.

I. OPACITY

Seifter argues that “state bureaucracy can be opaque and byzantine,” largely because states do not have a system for collecting, retaining, and sharing data, especially in accessible electronic formats. She specifically worries that state agency information is not accessible due to failing freedom-of-information laws and controlling governors’ offices. States are increasingly adopting technology to improve records management and accessibility. Moreover, Seifter’s argument rests upon a comparative assessment between states and the federal government, yet she does not undertake a thorough analysis of the federal baseline before charging that states are worse in comparison.

For its part, Wisconsin has an extraordinarily open and transparent government in general, and its administrative processes have been made much more so in the past decade. Wisconsin’s public records statute is broader than the federal Freedom of Information Act, and its open meetings statute mandates public notice and access similar to the Federal Advisory Committees Act. Moreover, in the past decade Wisconsin state government overall and the administrative process in particular have become more accessible, accountable, and transparent. All state employees are now required to
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undertake enterprise-wide public records training and agencies must post public records fulfillment tracking on the Performance.wi.gov dashboard. A new website places every state expenditure online. Users can search by agency, category, or vendor. Another site collects all open meetings notices and meeting minutes in one place.

The past decade has also seen adoption of an aggressive regulatory reform agenda that has increased public accessibility and accountability. 2011 Wisconsin Act 21 requires gubernatorial approval to begin the rules drafting process (previously agencies could begin the process on their own volition), requires scope statements for emergency rules (previously only permanent rules required scope statements), requires an economic impact analysis for every rule (previously only five agencies had to do EIAs), and requires that all final rules be approved by the Governor and reviewed by the Legislature’s Joint Committee for the Review of Administrative Rules (JCRAR).

Several years later, another round of substantial rules reform added additional opportunities for public input. Now, agencies have the option to hold public comment periods and hearings at additional points in the process, and either cochair of JCRAR may direct public hearings on a rule during its development. The new law also required that any rule with an estimated economic impact of more than $10 million must be enacted by the legislature as a statute.

Taken together, the 2011 and 2017 bills and the administration’s implementation represent a sea change in Wisconsin’s...
administrative procedure, all in the direction of greater transparency and accountability.23

II. CIVIL SOCIETY

Much of the focus of Seifter’s article is on the important role that civil society plays in the administrative process, creating the “monitory democracy” that characterizes much of modern American government.24 Seifter says:

To constitute a plausible check on executive action, civil society must encompass individuals or groups who consider themselves independent of, and who are inclined to question, the executive. This must include some groups often called ‘public interest’ groups--those that can be classified as pursuing the interests of a diffuse public, on either side of the partisan aisle.” Seifter recognizes that civil society embraces a broad range of interests groups, including “particular constituencies, corporate entities, or levels of government,” plus those that “pursue advocacy based on issues or causes.”

Seifter acknowledges that there has been a significant uptick in lobbying at the state level, 26 which tracks the increase over the same time in state administrative authority.27 Seifter complains of a “bias towards business” in lobbying, a problem she believes is more acute in the states.28 Yet, the evidence she cites does not actually show that business interests engage in a markedly greater proportion of overall lobbying at the State level versus the federal level.29

23. Though others would characterize them as reducing the independence of nonpartisan career agency experts and increasing political control in response to special interests. See, e.g., Kathleen Vinehout, REINS Act—New Power for Leaders to Stop Public Protections, Kathleen Vinehout, PEOPLE FIRST, https://www.kathleenvinehout.org/reins_act_new_power_for_leaders_to_stop_public_protections [https://perma.cc/G5GW-56TX].
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More importantly, Seifter’s account simplistically treats “business interests” as monolithic. She fails to appreciate the fact that business interests are often opposed to one another in regulatory fights. To pick one recent example from Wisconsin, a coalition of medical providers has been duking it out with a coalition of trade associations over workers compensation rates. In another instance, tourism interests and the realtors are facing off against agricultural groups over high-capacity wells. And in the alcoholic beverage sphere, there are constant fights between different business sectors (“tiers”), including the taverns, vineyards, craft brewers, macrobrewers, distillers, restaurants, gas stations and grocers, wholesalers, and even farm groups (because of wedding barns).

Other times battles break out over rules within a governing coalition even if not within the business coalition. Wisconsin recently witnessed a significant back-and-forth between public-safety groups (especially the fire chiefs) and the homebuilders association over sprinklers in apartment buildings. In many other instances, especially around occupational...
licensing (which Seifter mentions\textsuperscript{36}), center-right free-market groups clash with center-right trade associations over regulations that may fence out competition.\textsuperscript{37}

Seifter’s account also misses two other critical civil society voices that often engage on regulatory matters—unions and academics—and underappreciates a third—local governments. Labor unions are active participants in the regulatory process.\textsuperscript{38} Sometimes unions are guaranteed participation by law in state administrative bodies that affect them. The Wisconsin Worker’s Compensation Council and Unemployment Insurance Advisory Council both have five seats reserved for organized labor and five seats reserved for management.\textsuperscript{39} The State’s apprenticeship advisory council has nine seats reserved for representatives of employees (equal to the number representing employers); seven of those are held by union representatives.\textsuperscript{40} Unions may also speak out on administrative actions that impact their organization or members, either through front-
end engagement in the rule development process or end-stage challenges through litigation.

University professors also often engage in a state’s regulatory sphere. Professors may lend their expertise and experience by serving on state regulatory boards and commissions, by providing trainings to agency staff, by giving commentary in news media coverage of regulatory decisions, by publishing academic or professional works on state regulations, by supervising students engaged in the regulatory process as part of clinical education, or by serving as consultants or volunteers with other civil society groups that file comments or litigation. In many ways this is the “Wisconsin Idea” at work: the century-old tradition of Seifter’s predecessors and colleagues as University of Wisconsin academics
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applying their knowledge and research to the policy challenges of the day.49

Seifter mentions local governments but does not focus on their role in a state’s administrative bureaucracy.50 Yet, local governments should be seen as vigorous participants in the regulatory process. Over half of the top twenty-five organizations lobbying in the Wisconsin legislature’s 2015–17 regular session came from the local government sector, outpacing such expected heavy-weights as the restaurants, bankers, and state AFL-CIO.51 Moreover, local governments in many states (including Wisconsin) enjoy a constitutional right to home rule52 that can provide a basis to challenge statutes conferring regulatory powers on administrative agencies.53

Finally, at least in Wisconsin, Seifter’s account of traditional public-interest groups underestimates the vibrancy of their engagement. Wisconsin politics enjoys a healthy diversity of organizations, including environmental groups and general public-interest groups. Among the 758 organizations that logged lobbying expenditures in the Wisconsin legislature’s 2015 regular session, seven of the top 250 were environmental groups and seven more were general public-interest

49. See The Wisconsin Idea, U. WISCONSIN-MADISON, https://www.wisc.edu/wisconsin-idea/ [https://perma.cc/GFX9-8294] (“[UW President Charles Van Hise] also took advantage of his friendship with Governor Robert M. La Follette, a former classmate at the university, to help forge closer ties between the university and state government; during the early part of the 20th century, faculty experts consulted with legislators to help draft many influential and groundbreaking laws, including the nation’s first workers’ compensation legislation, tax reforms and the public regulation of utilities.”).

50. See Seifter, supra note 1, at 110, 119 (mentioning state agencies’ “complex relationships with local governments” and listing “groups . . . representing levels of government” as part of civil society).
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In fact, the Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters engaged in more lobbying than the Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation last session. Moreover, these levels of lobbying occurred during unified Republican control of the governorship and both legislative houses, which may have led some organizations to focus their energy on litigation or other venues more conducive to advancing their goals. As Democrats have now captured the governorship or if in the future legislative majorities shifted, the center-left organizations would likely focus more resources on lobbying. This state-level engagement in Wisconsin reflects a national trend wherein left-leaning philanthropists are increasingly investing resources in state-focused advocacy groups.

All of this, in my view, adds up to a state-level civil society that is vigorously engaged in the administrative law process, ensuring that a wide range of viewpoints are considered as government goes about its work formulating rules and issuing permits.

III. NEWS MEDIA

Seifter’s final component of a successful accountability ecosystem is a vigilant press corps to “amplify and publicize” administrative actions, especially failures, and to ring loudly alarm bells set off by civil society. Seifter correctly diagnoses that state and local coverage has contracted due
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to larger trends in the newspaper industry. Though her article is a comparison between state and federal administration, she fails to note that size of the press corps focused on monitoring the federal government has evolved as well, with many state and local newspapers dropping their D.C. bureaus. 

Most importantly, Seifter fails to consider the substantial interest of political opponents and news media in any scandal that can develop around a state executive’s administrative actions. With the increase in gubernatorial administration comes a corresponding increase in political accountability for administrative acts. One form of political accountability is the aggressive engagement of partisan groups and legislators with partisan motives. For instance, in 2018, Wisconsin’s superintendent of public instruction was a candidate for governor. A key issue in the race centered on administrative decisions the superintendent made to not withdraw the licenses of teachers accused of immoral conduct. Several weeks later, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel reported on the failure of the incumbent governor’s administration to withdraw professional licenses of Catholic priests with histories of sexual abuse. In both cases, after the initial news reports legislators or advocacy groups piled on with their own loud denunciations. These stories illustrate the
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fundamental reality that the news media will regularly report on administrative decisions, not because an experienced statehouse reporter sits in on every advisory committee meeting, but because partisan interests are anxious to pounce at any vulnerability.

IV. LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT

Though she focuses on forces external to government (i.e., civil society and media), Seifter also includes a brief discussion of legislative oversight of agency rule-making. She acknowledges that legislatures may play a role in oversight, but concludes that they will do less agency oversight than Congress. She fails to mention that unlike Congress, many legislatures have dedicated committees focused on administrative rules. Many states have some process to review administrative rules—thirteen states have a scheme similar to the Congressional Review Act and an additional eleven have a two-house veto. As of 2005, almost all states had an independent legislative agency cognate to the federal Government Accountability Office (GAO) to investigate administrative failures. But unlike the federal government, many legislatures also have a dedicated joint committee to review administrative rules.

In Wisconsin, the Joint Committee on Review of Administrative Rules (JCRAR) reviews all final rules promulgated by agencies and has the power to suspend any rule by majority vote. It may require an agency to hold a public comment period on a proposed rule, require that informal guidance documents go through the rules process if they are sufficiently substantive, and (through its cochairs) request an second, independent
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economic impact analysis of any rule.\textsuperscript{75} These powers are more than theoretical; though it has a Republican majority, the committee recently voted to suspend a major natural resources rule that was a highly visible initiative of the state’s Republican governor.\textsuperscript{76}

Additionally, the Wisconsin Supreme Court recently fundamentally changed its doctrine on judicial deference to agency decision-making.\textsuperscript{77} Under federal jurisprudence, agencies are entitled to deference during judicial review of their interpretation of statutes (\textit{Chevron} deference)\textsuperscript{78} and of agency rules (\textit{Auer} deference).\textsuperscript{79} For decades, Wisconsin courts have followed a similar scheme, granting deference to agencies based on their supposed expertise on the statutes and rules they administer.\textsuperscript{80} However, in June 2018 the Wisconsin Supreme Court overturned its prior doctrine in a trio of cases, significantly curtailing the deference given agencies.\textsuperscript{81} Thus, litigants challenging an agency’s rule or administrative action in Wisconsin courts are entitled to a much greater level of judicial scrutiny than an applicant filing an analog suit in federal court.

The implications of legislative and judicial checks on executive action run to the heart of Seifter’s arguments. Even if one granted Seifter’s premise that external checks are less robust at the state level, one would still need to assess the comparative internal checks before deciding whether federal or state administration was superior. Indeed, the internal checks that come from the separation of powers are the primary means of controlling the executive branch. To the extent those checks function better at the state level (such as this vigorous legislative and judicial oversight), deficiencies in the external checks that Seifter identifies may ultimately be immaterial.

CONCLUSION

In the American constitutional order, the federal government possesses limited, enumerated powers, whereas the state governments have general police powers to protect the health, welfare, and safety of
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their citizens. It is entirely appropriate, then, that states are primarily responsible for issuing and enforcing the regulations that put those powers into effect. Seifter’s concerns that states will fail in this duty are overstated in Wisconsin. In fact, civil society is robust at the state level, and these actors have the tools they need to meaningfully influence the administrative rules process. Moreover, legislative and judicial checks may be more meaningful at the state level, providing additional accountability for the executive.

All that said, I can happily embrace Seifter’s conclusion. We should desire and expect vigorous civil society in the states, and though I believe that goal is already actualized more than she does, and thus that “the most sacred arguments in favor of state power” are vindicated, I would also happily see “more dollars and attention [given] to the states that govern us.” Her article and this response are hopeful contributions toward that shared goal.
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